
CANDIDATE FOR THE NASSAU SUFFOLK REGION’S 64TH S’GANIT NASSAU
MOLLIE CLAIRE TASHLIK

VISION STATEMENT:
There is no question that NSR has unlimited potential to thrive in its 64th year. One key
component of this success is close knit counterpart networks which can readily turn to
each other for guidance and support. In addition, Nassau chapter boards should be in
constant communication internally, as well as externally with chairs, counterparts, and
me as S’ganit Nassau. I will effectively facilitate interchapter communication and
programming in order to strengthen sisterhood and promote passion for BBYO. I plan to
ensure that each chapter has engaging meetings and meaningful programs, enabling
each to expand beyond their imagination. During my term, I will strive for each and
every BBG to flourish and grow to their fullest potential within their chapters and the
region. By creating a strong Nassau N’siot network, I will elevate the sharing of ideas
and solutions to aid in every chapter's success. My goal for this upcoming year is to
return with renewed passion and motivation to make our time in BBYO fulfilling as we
set a strong foundation for many successful years to come.

Why are you running for this position? What makes you a strong leader?
What will you contribute to NSR's success next term?

Finding my home and experiencing the true joy BBYO has given me is beyond anything
I could have anticipated. I found a place I was unconditionally welcomed, felt a genuine
sense of belonging, and was, and was unapologetically myself from the get go. I am
running for Regional Board for the opportunity to lead within the region that I treasure. I
have always taken pride in my leadership ability to stand up and set a positive example
for others. My core values of kindness, compassion, and universal respect guide me,
and I channel these as I approach any situation. I believe a simple smile can be
infectious and infusing kindness goes a long way towards being a role model and
setting the tone for any event or activity. If elected, one of my primary goals will be to
assist and support struggling chapters. Coming from a chapter that was recently on the
brink of folding, but is now resurging, I know just what it takes to revive a chapter. A
major priority will be to ensure regional support and resources for all Nassau chapters,
and I will always be readily available as a guide. Additionally, I will help chapters write
and revise their constitutions, and create an ongoing bucket list system throughout the
year encouraging chapter boards to organize, plan, and set goals for the term. Lastly, I
look forward to strengthening counterpart networks and chapter communication to
ensure close-knit sister chapters, in addition to smooth planning of inter-chapter events.
Most importantly, I plan to bring my adaptability and persistence to the table in order to
give NSR an incredible year. I will always lead with passion and a bright smile on my
face as I strive to give every BBG the best of BBYO.


